The stability of the hypersonic flow over a parabolic leading edge is numerically investigated using linear stability analysis accounting for the existance of shock waves in comparison with direct numerical simulations. The linear stability analysis is performed using a global spectral collocation method accounting for the shock effects by using Rankine-Hugoniot shock conditions on the upper boundary. It has been confirmed that the linear stability of the hypersonic flow between a bow shock and a parabolic leading edge has a new family of modes, namely shock modes, in addition to the first and higher modes found in the flat plate boundary layer case. The shock modes can be unstable at certain range of frequencies before the boundary layer first and higher modes begin to dominant. The stability characteristics of the shock modes and boundary layer modes are investigated. It is found that the shock modes and the first modes have rapid changes in their amplification rates when their wavenumbers cross. The effects of the Reynolds number are also investigated. Second and higher modes are found to be the dominant modes in the high Reynolds number case.
Introduction
The prediction of stability and transition of hypersonic flows is critical to the accurate calculations of aerodynamic forces and heating rates for hypersonic vehicles. For hypersonic flow over blunt bodies, many factors, such as bow shocks, surface curvature, entropy layer, nose bluntness, and real gas effects, influence the characteristics of hypersonic flow instability. Early experimental results on hypersonic transition include the work by Kendall t at MOO = 8 experimentally. It was found that small nosetip bluntness make significant changes in the stability characteristics of the boundary layer comparing to sharp cone. Namely, the critical Reynolds number in the case with small bluntness is found to be much higher than the case with a sharp cone. They also found that disturbances grow outside the boundary layer, in the entropy layer, indicating the existance of an inviscid instability. A series of theoratical and numerical work were conducted on the supersonic and hypersonic instability problems in comparison with the experimental results. Reshotko et al. ^ used a multiple scales method to analyze the spatial stability of a laminar supersonic flow over a blunt plate. Cowley et al. ^ investigated the instability of a compressible flow past a wedge in the hypersonic limit using asymptotic analysis. Several authors t 22 ' ^ ^ ^ compared numerical linear stability results with Stetson's experimental results. They showed qualitative agreement with the experimental results. However, the spatial amplification rates of the second modes resolved by numerical approaches show much higher maxima than the experimental results. Kufner et al. '-16 -' studied the effects of mean flow variations on the instability of hypersonic flow past blunt cones in resolving the discrepancies in the amplification rate. They found that the discrepencies were not due to the use of. different mean flow solutions. Indeed, the discrepancies may due to the known limitations of the theoratical and numerical linear stability approaches as well as inaccurate main flow solutions.
Recently, direct numerical simulations (DNS) of hypersonic flow over a parabolic leading edge including the effects of boundary layers and shock layers were conducted by Zhong *- 36 ' who studied the generation of instability waves due to freestream acoustic disturbances for a two-dimensional Mach 15 flow over a parabola by numerically solving full Navier-Stokes equations using a new explicit fifth-order shock fitting upwind scheme. Better understanding of the stability characteristics of the hypersonic parabolic body flow can be achieved if the overall wave phenomena from DNS can be decomposed into linear and non-linear parts, and the effects of the shock wave, curvature, and three-dimensional waves can be identified. The numer-ical linear stability tools have the flexibility to study the effects of curvature, shock boundary conditions, as well as wave angles. A comparison between the DNS and the linear stability (LSI) results may provide insights to the stability characteristics of the flow.
Since the flow of interest is confined between the body surface and the bow shock, it is expected that both boundaries will affect the stability characteristics. The effects of the shock boundary conditions were evident from the DNS results, ^ Most of the research done before regarding the linear stability of the compressible flows, however, ignored the presence of a shock and used free stream (homogeneous) conditions at the far field or the asymptotic conditions just outside the boundary layer. For the hypersonic parabolic body case where important wave phenomena are observed between the viscous boundary layer and the shock, the shock plays a vital role and introduces additional flow features, such as entropy layer, to the flow. It is therefore reasonable to use appropriate shock boundary conditions instead for stability analysis.
It is known that there exist wave interactions among the shock wave, boundary-layer originated instability waves and the free stream disturbances for hypersonic flow instability. The theoretical approach in analyzing the problem was developed by Ribner \- 26 ' and McKenzie et al. ^^ Anyiwo et al. ' -1 -' used this approach in analyzing the turbulence amplifications in the shock wave/boundary layer interaction. The main result of this theory is that the interaction of any mode, for instance, an acoustic wave with a shock wave, produces all three modes, an acoustic mode, a vorticity mode and an entropy mode. A recent study by Duck et al. â lso led to similar conclusions. More recent approach of solving the problem involves direct numerical simulations. > examined the interaction of plane waves with shocks using the DNS approach and confirmed the linear theory results. In the aforementioned investigations, disturbances were considered to originate ahead of the shock. In the hypersonic parabolic body case, however, the disturbances come from behind the shock. The first attempt to study the effects of a shock on the boundary layer stability was probably Petrov's work ™". In solving the compressible boundary layer linear stability problem, he replaced the inviscid asymptotic eigensolution outside the boundary layer by the linearized steady Rankine-Hugoniot condition for the normal momentum equation as the shock boundary condition. Insodoing, he obtained solutions for a two-dimensional flow over a wedge in the hypersonic limit. The triple-deck theory was used by Cowley et al. ^ along with the linearized Rankine-Hugoniot conditions to investigate the influence of a shock on the stability of boundary layer flow over a wedge. A key result obtained was that the presence of a shockallows more than one unstable viscous mode for relatively small ranges of frequency. Recently. Seddougui et al. I-2 ' also found multiple viscous unstable modes in the linear stability analysis of hypersonic flow over a sharp slender cone with an attached shock using the triple-deck structure approach.
Chang et al. ™ started from the unsteady RankineHugoniot conditions to obtain a set of perturbation equations accounting for the effect of shock velocity due to the perturbed wave originated from inside the boundary layer. This set of equations were then imposed as boundary conditions at the shock for the quasi-parallel linearized stability equations for compressible flows. They used a multidomain spectral method and a fourth order compact difference scheme to solve the stability equations. Their results showed that the shock has little effect on the boundary layer stability (subsonic first and second mode disturbances) when the shock is located outside the boundary layer edge. The presence of the shock induces unstable supersonic modes at finite Reynolds numbers which have oscillatory structure between the boundary layer and shock. When the shock is sufficiently close to the boundary layer edge, the shock influences the wave modes with finite disturbance amplitude near the shock. Stuckert f 30 -' used similar approach as above in solving the linear stability problem for hypersonic flow over a sharp cone.
This paper studies the linear stability of hypersonic flow over a parabolic body in conjunction with DNS simulations. In the present study, the formulations of the temporal and spatial linear stability equations followed Malik '• 23 -' closely. The results for the spatial hypersonic parabolic body problem, are mostly obtained using the spectral collocation method. Shock jump conditions are enforced following the formulation by Chang et al. *-2 > closely. To better approximate the physical conditions in the hypersonic parabolic body problem, in addition to the shock jump conditions, the basic flow normal velocity (V) terms are not neglected in the linear stability analysis. Linear stability results with shock jump condition for the hypersonic parabolic body problem are then presented along with DNS results with a focus on the fundamental wave phenomena. Specifically, LST results are used to identify the wave modes found in DNS. The stability characteristics of the important modes, including the effects of wall cooling, wave angle, and Reynolds number are also discussed.
Formulation

A. Governing Equations
The linear stability is considered for compressible viscous flow confined between two boundaries located at y* =0 (lower boundary) and y* = L* (upper boundary), where the superscript "*" represents dimensional quantities. In the Cartesian coordinates, the x*, y*, z* coordinates are those in the stream wise, wall-normal, and spanwise directions respectively. The gas is assumed to be a perfect Newtonian gas. The flow variables at the upper boundary (just behind the shock) are denoted by a subscript "e". In the case of hypersonic flow over parabolic bodys, the upper boundary is the shock wave, while the lower boundary is the body surface. The temperatures and velocities at the boundaries are computed together with the basic flow profiles.
The full three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for compressible flow are used for the basic flow. The governing equations and the nondimensionalization details can be found in Ref. [11] The dimensionless variables are represented by the same symbols as those used for the dimensional variables but without the superscript "*". The Reynolds number is defined as (4) and the Mach number is M e = u:. (2) where R* = c* -c*, c* is the specific heat at constant volume, and 7 = 1.4 is the ratio of specific heats. The Prandtl number is defined as Pr = /i*c*/fc* and is assumed to be 0.72.
B. Basic flow solutions
Basic flow solutions for the hypersonic flow over a parabolic leading edge was obtained by Zhong' ' by using a new high-order shock-fitting scheme. Note that the DNS and the linear stability analysis share the same high-accuracy basic flow solutions. Since the wave patterns are quite complex both close to the wall and to the shock, a natural choice of stretching function for the linear stability analysis is a cosine function. The basic flow at the collocation points are then obtained by using a high order interpolation scheme.
where a and /? are the wavenumbers in x and z directions respectively, and u is the frequency of the disturbance waves. These parameters are in general complex numbers. The complex amplitude eigenfunction of a typical flow variable, say u, is u(y). Substituting Eq. (4) into the linearized perturbation equations leads to a homogeneous system of ordinary differential equations: (5) where D is the derivative operator in y direction, A, B and C, which are 5x5 matrices, are functions of a, /?, w, Re, M^, and the basic flow solutions. The detailed expressions of matrices A, B and C can be found in Ref. [23] , and they are not repeated here. In solving the linear stability problem for the hypersonic parabolic body case, where the normal direction basic flow velocity V is not very small comparing to U, it is reasonable to add the terms with V ignored by the parallel assumption back to matrices A, B and C. These extra terms can also be found in Ref. [11] .
D. Linear stability boundary conditions
In hypersonic boundary layer stability problems, noslip conditions apply at the body surface, i.e., where harmonic wave forms are used in consistency with the linear stability equations. The complete descriptions of shock jump conditions can be found in Chang w and Hu [10] u(0) = t)(0) = u)(0) = f(0) = (6) At the bow shock, shock conditions must hold. We followed the derivations from Chang ' * closely for the shock jump conditions. For a shock given by J/Q = f(x,z,t) with the time averaged shock position y 0 = f(x) and the local shock slope a = tanO = df/dx, the jump conditions across the shock are:
E. Temporal and spatial global linear stability problems
The homogeneous equation system (5) along with proper boundary conditions form an eigenvalue problem. When a temporal linear stability problem is considered, a set of real-value a and /3 is given, u> is solved for as an eigenvalue problem given by Eqs. (5) and (6): 
where
The jump of any quantity <j> across the shock is denoted by (10) where the subscripts I and 2 denotes the conditions ahead and behind the shock wave, respectively. Equation (8) is the unsteady Rankine-Hugoniot condition which governs the unsteady motion of a shock wave. The position function of the shock can be perturbed according to (11) We assume that Eq. (8) is valid at y = / since for small disturbances |/'| « |/|. We also assume there is no disturbances ahead of the shock. The disturbances in the boundary layer or shock layer can not penetrate through the shock because the flow is supersonic outside the shock layer. A normal mode analysis to Eq(8) leads to
Meanwhile, The amplitude of the disturbance modes,
tr , is solved as an eigenfunction of the boundary value problem. The real part of u, Re{w}, represents the frequency of the disturbance modes, while the imaginary part, /m{w}, represents the temporal amplification rate of the disturbances. When Im{u)} is greater, equal to, or smaller than 0, a disturbance mode is unstable with finite amplification, neutrally stable, or stable with finite damping, respectively. We also define a complex wave (phase) velocity c of the disturbance waves as c = w/o. The disturbance waves are three dimensional in general. Two-dimensional disturbance modes correspond to a special case of /? = 0.
In order to compare with the DNS results, spatial stability problem is solved in conjunction with the shock boundary conditions. In a spatial stability problem, real-valued u and /? are assumed. While a is the complex eigenvalue to be solved for. The real part of a, a r , represents the spatial frequency of the disturbance modes, while the imaginary part, a,-, represents the spatial amplification rate of the disturbances. When -a,-is greater, equal to, or smaller than 0, a disturbance mode is unstable with finite amplification, neutrally stable, or stable with finite damping, respectively.
Two linear stability numerical codes have been developed, one uses the fourth-order finite-difference discritization method, and the other uses the spectral collocation discritization methods. The detailed descriptions of these two methods can be found in Hu et al., *-10 * and will not be repeated here. Both methods are global eigenvalue methods providing all possible eigenmodes. Both methods can be used to solve for either the temporal or the spatial eigenvalue problems. For the temporal stability problem, discretizing Eq. (5) using the fourth-order finite-difference method or the spectral collocation method, along with the proper boundaryconditions, leads to a matrix eigenvalue problem: (14) where w is the eigenvalue. The whole eigenvalue spectrum and eigenfunctions can be obtained numerically by solving Eq. (14) using the QZ or QR eigenvalue algorithm of the IMSL computer subroutine library.
The spatial eigenvalue problem is nonlinear in the linear stability equation Eq. (5) due to the viscous u xx terms. Malik ' 23^ has shown that the spatial problem can be fairly accurately approximated by dropping the a 2 terms in the global eigenvalue calculations resulting a linear problem for a.
More accurate spatial stability solutions can be obtained by using local iterative methods based on the global results. The spatial results shown in the following are the global method results. Caster's transformation
are three main aspects of the new method for hypersonic flow DNS: a new shock fitting formulation, new upwind high-order finite difference schemes, and the recently derived '
34
-' third-order semi-implicit RungeKutta schemes. The review of other current DNS works, the details of the new method, and the results of evaluation of numerical accuracy of the new schemes can be found in Ref. [35] .
The receptivity of hypersonic flows to free stream acoustic waves is investigated here as shown in a schematic Fig.l . In general, three dimensional unsteady flow should be considered in the DNS studies since the most unstable first mode in hypersonic boundary layers are oblique three-dimensional instability waves '-17 -', though the most unstable second mode is two dimensional. Presently, only the twodimensional instability waves in hypersonic boundary layers are considered as a first step of the DNS of three-dimensional hypersonic boundary layers over blunt bodies. The free stream disturbances are planar acoustic waves with a fixed frequency, and the body is a parabolic leading edge. The generation of disturbance waves in the boundary layer are studied based on the DNS results. The numerical accuracy of the DNS results for such hypersonic boundary layer receptivity have been evaluated by grid refinement studies and have been reported in Ref. [35] . These test results are not presented here. The detailed results and discussion regarding DNS can be found in Ref. [35] can also be used to transfer the temporal stability results to the corresponding spatial stability results.
DNS of Hypersonic Flow
The direct numerical simulation approach studies the transitional boundary layers '-15 -' by numerically solving the time-dependent three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for the temporally or spatially evolving instability waves. Such simulation requires that all relevant flow time and length scales are resolved by the numerical solutions using highly accurate numerical methods.
One of the difficulties in hypersonic flow DNS is that high-order schemes are required for the direct simulations, however, high-order linear schemes can only be used for the spatial discretization of the equations in the flow fields without shock waves.
In Ref. [35] , a new high-order (fifth and sixth order) upwind finite difference shock fitting method for the direct simulation of hypersonic flow with a strong bow shock and with stiff source terms is presented. There
Numerical Accuracy of LST Results
The two linear stability codes using the fourth-order finite-difference method and the spectral collocation method were first validated by comparing their solutions with those of Malik '• 23 -' for the linear stability of the flat-plate compressible boundary layer. The comparison of the present numerical codes with Malik's numerical schemes are fairly good. The details of the comparisons can be found in [12] .
For the hypersonic parabolic body case, a grid refinement study is done locally at one station with 120 and 240 grid points. Table 2 shows the relative errors of the shock mode and the first mode when the number of the grid points of the basic flow solutions and LST analysis increases from 120 points to 240 points. The relative errors for the spatial frequency a r of both modes are on the order of 10~1 0 while those for the amplification rate a,-are on the order of 10~6. These results indicate that the basic flow solutions from DNS satisfy the LST requirement. They also suggest that LST calculations can be carried out with 120 grid points for the current case with reliable accuracy.
Caster's transformation is also used to ensure the accuracy of both the temporal and spatial code. Since the spatial code solves for all the eigenvalues a r , on for a given real u, and the temporal code solves for all the eigenvalues w r ,w,-for a given real a, one can take one specific spatial mode from the spatial eigenvalue spectrum and use the real part of the mode a r as the input for the temporal code to see if the corresponding ui r is retrieved by the temporal code or vice versa. For example, at w = 133649.4ffz, the first mode from the spatial code is a r = 30.704965, and a; = 0.17596984.
If one takes a = 30.704965 for the temporal code, the resulted u r is only 0.04% away from the w used in the temporal code. When a second order central difference formula is used to approximate the partial derivative in Caster's transformation Eq. (16), with Aa being 0.1% of a, the resulted on from the temporal results is 14% from the spatial code. The error may be partly due to the fact that current global spatial code ignores the a 2 terms in the disturbance equations to reduce computational costs. The second order approximation may also be considered as a source of error. The dropping of the a 2 terms is justified as a fast way to solve for the global spatial spectra ^3'. For very accurate spatial eigenvalue solutions, local shooting methods are recommanded. From the above example, one sees that the accuracy of the temporal and spatial codes is further verified with Caster's tranformation. schemetic of the flow is shown in Fig. 1 . The free stream flow conditions are:
Note that low Reynolds numbers are chosen so that effective DNS simulations can be conducted. The linear stability analysis shares the same basic flow solutions with the DNS simulation. Since the linear stability analysis has to be conducted station by station, the nondimensionalization is done with respect to local shock layer edge values. The Reynolds number used in the calculations is the local Reynolds number R based on the local length scale. A more standard length scale S(s) is used to scale the wave numbers and frequencies. S(s) is defined as (19) where s is the distance from the leading edge as seen in Fig.l . The Reynolds number based on this length scale 5 is R. A non-dimensional frequency F is also introduced which is difined as (20) 
Results
Flow conditions
A list of local flow parameters, including R, shock distance, and U e corresponding to the station number, are given in Table 1 .
The receptivity of a two-dimensional boundary layer to weak freestream acoustic disturbance waves for a Mach 15 hypersonic flow past a parabolic leading edge at zero angle of attack are considered. In the DNS simulation, the freestream disturbances with fixed frequencies are superimposed on the steady basic flow to investigate the development of waves in the boundary layer with the effects of the bow shock interaction. The body surface is a parabola given by (17) where 6* is a given constant and d* is the reference length. The body surface is assumed to be a nonslip wall with an isothermal wall temperature T w ". A
LST and DNS comparisons
Due to the local nature of LST, comparisons of the disturbance eigenfunctions between LST and DNS results have to be made locally at each stations. Since the linear stability codes invoke parallel flow assumption (except regarding V terms), the body curvature and the pressure gradient which exist in DNS are ignored in the current analysis. Figure 2 shows the basic flow velocity and pressure profiles in the local wall-normal direction at various locations. The normal velocity V, shown as u n in the figure, is about 10% of the streamwise velocity. Therefore, in the linear stability calculation, V and its associated terms are not ignored. A favorable pressure gradient is clearly present in the flow as opposed to the constant pressure assumption made in the LST codes. It is also seen that the pressure profiles approach that of the flat plate boundary layer further downstream. p(du/dy) profiles are shown in the bottom figure of Fig. 2 . The generalized inflection points do exist in the flow.
A common forcing frequency is enforced in DNS. This frequency is also enforced locally at each stations in the linear stability analysis. Although a range of forcing frequency is studied with LST, comparisons with DNS are made at two forcing frequencies, F = 2655, and Q.2F. The DNS disturbance fields visualized with instantaneous contours of Re{v}' for the two cases are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. For the high forcing frenquency case, the corresponding spatial frequency is relatively high. Similarly, the corresponding spatial frequency is low for the Q.2F case. Previously, some comparisons between DNS and LST were done for the F = 2655 case <-ll \ The focus of current work is the F = 531 case.
The basic flow solutions from DNS indicate that the local streamwise velocity profiles deviate from the flat plate boundary layer case especially close to the shock. For conveniance, the bacis flow close to the wall is refered to as the boundary layer and that close to the shock the shock layer. The pressure and velocity disturbance p' and u' are chosen to be the parameter of comparisons between DNS and LST. The DNS disturbance fields, shown in Re{v'} contours in Figs.3 and 4 indicate that there are at least two distinctive wave patterns in the flow field. One pattern matches with the boundary layer modes which originate from the boundary layer and propagate along the wall. The other pattern is quite new and represents wave propagation close to the bow shock. Notice that the waves propagating close to the shock wave form certain angles with respect to the body surface.
The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the disturbances at each stations are the LST results. Figure 5 shows a typical spatial eigenvalue spectrum at station 14 with R = 143.04 and F = 531. The spectrum without shock boundary conditions is also shown. There are two distinctive families of modes in the spatial spectrum. Modes in the lower left branch correspond to the boundary layer modes, including first, second and higher modes. Their eigenfunctions Re{p} and Im{p} for the first three modes are shown in Fig. 6 . The unstable mode a r = 31.201271, a,-= -0.076501078 is the first mode, and is the right most mode in the left branch. Similarly, the lower right branch modes, including the least stable mode, which is just to the right of the first mode with a r = 32.032739, a,-= 0.002061067, seem to have distinctive features in the shock layer, are named shock layer modes. The eigenfunctions for the first three shock layer modes are shown in Fig. 7 . It is found that depends on the forcing frequency and the Reynolds number, the dominant boundary layer modes can be the first modes, the second modes and higher modes. In the cases studied so far, the only unstable shock family modes are the shock modes. Notice that eigenfunctions of the boundary layer modes for this flow deviate from those for the flat plate boundary layer case in the shock layer. This deviation is however expected.
For the case of F = 531, the evolutions of shock modes, first modes and higher modes take place in a much longer region in the streamwise direction than the F = 2655 case. In the mean time, the development of the boundary layer modes in the normal direction is affected more by the shock. Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the evolution of disturbances in \p\ from DNS in comparison with the shock modes and the first modes. The wavenumbers and amplification rates of the shock modes and the first modes are close to the disturbance resolved by DNS. Therefore, only these modes are compared with the DNS results. In each of the three figures, the DNS results are shown in the top row. The shock mode eigenfunctions are shown in the middle row, whilst the first "mode eigenfunctions bottom row. In Fig. 8 , the results at stations 1,3,5,7,and 9 are compared. The first mode eigenfunctions at station 1 and 3 are not shown because they are very stable comparing to the DNS results and the shock modes. The initial comparisons at stations 1,3, and 5 are clearly not good. This is due to the fact that the receptivity and the initial growth, which are observed experimentally and resolved by DNS, can not be addressed with LST.
In fact, close to the leading edge, due to the different natare of the basic"flow, the linear stability equations can no longer represent the physical stability mechanism properly. At stations 5 and 7, the LST shock modes start to agree with the DNS results qualitatively. This trend becomes more clear at station 11 shown in Fig. 9 . Figure 9 shows the results from station 11 to 19. At stations 11, 13, and 15, the DNS results show a change of dominant modes from the shock modes to the first modes. First mode signiture starts to develope in the shock mode region. From station 15 on, including the stations 21 to 29 shown in Fig. 10 , it is quite clear that the first modes are the dominant modes from the DNS results. However, there is still shock mode influence on each station. Notice that at station 17, the eigenfunction of the shock mode show a dramatic deviation from those at the neighboring stations. This phenomenon is not yet well understood and is associated with the wavenumber crossing effects discussed later.
Good comparisons in eigenfunctions are obtained in the region away from the leading edge where receptivity, curvature and the strong initial growth of the waves have lesser effects. They are shown in Figs. 11  and 12 , where the magnitude profiles of streamwise velocity and pressure disturbance of the first mode are compared at station 19, R = 179.38, F = 531. Indeed, the first modes are unstable at certain stations at this frequency and remain the dominant modes close to the wall. Another example is shown in Figs. 13 and 14 at station 21 with R -192.54. To compare the wavenumbers of the DNS results with the LST results, a wavenumber evaluation scheme is used to extract the wavenumber from the DNS surface entropy data. The determination of the wavenumber is based on the fact that waves propagate with linear phase in the streamwise direction and a 360° phase change corresponds to a propagation of one wave length. The results are compared with LST first mode, second mode and shock mode wavenumbers in Fig.15 . It can be seen that at the initial stage, the wavenumber from DNS experience a sharp increase. Linear stability analysis is conducted away from the initial region. Away from the initial region, the wavenumber of the first mode match closely with the DNS wavenumber at the wall. The wavenumber of the shock modes from LST is also close to that of the first modes. This can be observed graphically from the DNS disturbance field shown in Fig.  4 which indicates that the wave pattern close to the shock has roughly the same wavenumber as that close to the wall. This agreement provides us a nessesary condition for the eigenfunction comparisons shown in the previous figures. The amplification rate path comparison is shown in Fig. 16 . The DNS amplification rate is evaluated at the wall with a third order scheme.
The poor comparison can be attributed to the strong initial growth of the disturbance waves captured by DNS which agrees with the experimental observations. LST, however, cannot predict this phenomenon. Nontheless, the amplification rate path of different modes from LST is further shown in Fig. 17 . It is clear that LST predicts the change of dominance of the boundary layer modes in the streamwise direction from the first modes to higher modes. Under the current situation, the flow field is quite stable except for a short range where the first modes become unstable.
Stability characteristics
It has been shown so far that both LST and DNS resolve boundary layer modes and shock layer modes. However, the stability characteristics of these modes, especially how the boundary layer modes are modified under the current flow conditions, are not yet known.
Specifically, the effects of wave angle, wall-cooling, forcing frequency, and Reynolds number are investigated.
A. Wave angle effects
The effects of wave angle can be studied locally keeping the magnitude of the wavenumber vector k \ constant. Therefore, three-dimensional Caster's transformation is used to transform the temporal stability results to the spatial stability results. Figure 18 illustrates the effects of wave angle on shock modes, first and second modes. The wave angle effect result is shown at station 21, R = 192.54. The first mode is initially stable with 0° wave angle. Its amplification rate -a,-increases with wave angle and peaks out at around 55° where it already is unstable. The second mode however, is clearly two-dimensional since the amplification rate decreases with wave angle. The change of the amplification rate for the shock modes are very small comparing to that for the boundary layer modes. The wave angle effects for the boundary layer modes are similar to the well known results of the flat plate boundary layer modes. An alternative way to study the effects of wave angle is to follow the wave modes traveling with different wave angles downstream while keeping the forcing frequency F constant. The results for the first modes at F = 531 is shown in Fig. 19 .
It is clear that initially three-dimensional waves propagate with higher amplification rates. However, the amplification rates of waves with large propagating angle quickly start decaying in the streamwise direction, leaving the least stable mode to be the two-dimensional modes downstream. The results seem to be incohsistant with the previous observation. The inconsistancy can be explained by Fig. 20 where the magnitude of the wavenumber vector | k \ corresponding to the waves shown in Fig. 19 is shown. The magnitude of the wavenumber vector | k \ increases in the streamwise direction under current situation which is a more realistic situation for studying the three-dimensional effects.
B. Wall-cooling effects
It is well known that for compressible flow flat plate boundary layer, the first modes are stabilized with wallcooling while the second modes are distablized with wall-cooling. For the hypersonic parabolic body case, in the range of Reynolds number and frequency studied, the shock modes and the first modes are the more important modes. Therefore, the effects of wall-cooling are investigated for those modes. A set of basic flow solution with higher surface temperature is used for comparison. Comparison is made at station 12, with F = 531. Due to the fact that the change of surface temperature affects other flow parameters, the basic flow parameters resulted from different surface temperature, such as .Mach number, streamwise velocity behind the shock, and shock distance are only close but not identical. Nonetheless, the impact of cooling the surface can be seen with the comparison. For the low surface temperature case, the ratio between the surface temperature and the temerature behind the shock is 0.60. While in the high surface temperature case, the ratio is 1.18. The temperatures behind the shock at station 12 differ 1.8% in two cases. The difference in streamwise velocity at the same location is 0.3%. Figure 21 shows that dramatically different surface temperature does not alter the wavenumber of the first modes much. Nonetheless wall-cooling does stablize the three-dimensional first modes. As for the shock modes, the cooled wall also stabilizes the shock mode, but has very little effect on the wavenumber of the shock mode. This is shown in Fig. 22 .
C. Effects of forcing frequency
It is found that shock modes can be unstable before the first modes get amplified in certain range of forcing frequency. This phenomenon is studied with some detail. Figure 23 shows the wavenumber and the amplification rate of the first modes and the shock modes at station 9 over a range of frequency normalized by w 0 = 6682*17 Hz (F = 2655). The upper figure shows that the wavenumbers of the first mode and the shock mode cross at around u>* = 0.32. When the wavenumbers cross, the amplification rate of the shock mode change quite rapidly from almost a flat line to a peak followed by a valley. While almost the exact reverse happens to the first mode amplification rate. Similar rapid changes occur at other stations when the wavenumbers of the first modes and the shock modes come close. At station 10, as shown in Fig. 24 , this rapid change even brings first modes to be unstable allowing two unstable modes at w* = 0.29. Unstable first modes due to this mechanism, however, are only found at station 10. The first modes become "systematically" unstable starting from station 13. This rapid change in amplification rate associated with the crossing of wavenumbers between the shock modes and the first modes is not yet well understood at this stage.
Although this phenomenon has not been mentioned in the flat plate boundary layer linear stability study, it has been found to exist in the case of compressible viscous Couette flow. Hu et al. ^1
2 ' found that in viscous Couette flow case, at certain Mach numbers, the inviscidly stable mode I can be unstable when the its wavenumber cross with some viscous mode. This crossing of the wavenumbers similarly triggers rapid changes in the amplification rate of both the mode I and the viscous mode which is shown in Fig. 25 at Mach 2.7 in the temporal stability context where w,-vs. a plot is equavalent to -a, vs. ^ plot shown in Fig. 23 . This phenomenon, though yet to be understood, might have a significant impact on the transition scenario of the hypersonic parabolic body problem since this may cause a fundamental resonance to take place early.
D. Stability contours
The effects of Reynolds number and forcing frequency on the stability of the shock modes and the first modes are illustrated in Fig. 26 with the stability contours for the shock modes and the first modes drawn against Reynolds number R and non-dimensional frequency F. The spotty unstable first modes associated with wavenumber crossing mentioned earlier are not shown in the contour for clarity. In general, the shock modes are dominant in the early stage before the first modes take over. The shock mode instability region has an upper limit in forcing frequency of approximately F = 1200, while the first mode unstable region has an upper limit of approximately F = 680. The critical Reynolds number for the first modes is considerablely smaller in the current case than that in the flat plate boundary layer case due to different basic flow. The neutral curve of the first modes has two peaks as opposed to only one fof'the flat plate boundary layer first modes. The first modes are generally more unstable at lower frequency which implys that the effect of the bow shock close to the body surface is distablizing since at lower frequency, the disturbance waves travel with large wavelength and thus are affected more by the shock layer. The change of amplification rate of the shock mode with forcing frequency at various stations provides a clear picture of the cause of the unstable shock modes. This is shown in Fig. 27 . There is one peak in amplification rate at each station corresponding to one wavenumber crossing mentioned earlier. The peaks are the source of the unstable shock modes. At station 11, the peak is not high enough to provide unstable modes. Therefore, the shock modes become stable at around R = 118.14.
Since both the shock modes and the first modes can be unstable, their categorization is investigated. In the frequency range studied, both modes are found to be subsonic modes. The relative Mach number, defined as: (21) where M e stands for the Mach number just behind the shock, is ploted at station 13 for the first mode as shown in Fig. 28 . Also shown in the figure is the first mode wave pattern along with the sonic line. Ac-cording to the inviscid compressible stability theory, the inviscid unstable first modes correspond to a generalized inflection point in the basic flow. When the basic flow at station 13, where an unstable first mode is found, is checked, no inflection points are found.
E. Effects of Reynolds number and nose bluntness
To study the effects of Reynolds number and nose bluntness, a set of basic flow solution with the body geometry enlarged by 10 times is obtained with DNS. The reference length scale is increased from / = O.lm to / = 1m. The grid distribution is kept the same in the computations allowing station by station comparisons of LST results. All other flow conditions are the same. The result is an increase in Reynolds number based on S of about VlO times locally. The LST results at the same grid points at this geometry are compared with the previous case. The comparisons are done at F = 531 for the shock modes first. Figures  29 and 30 are the comparisons of the wavenumber and the amplification rate of the shock modes at the first 11 stations. The high Reynolds number basic flow does not result in very different wavenumbers for the shock modes. However, the unstable shock modes observed in the previous case at the early stations do not exist for F = 531. The unstable or least stable boundary layer modes at each station for the higher Reynolds number case is plotted in Fig. 31 for F = 531. At the same frequency, the lower Reybolds number case does not have any unstable boundary layer modes in the corresponding region. For the higher Reynolds number case, there are two peaks in the amplification rate curve. The first unstable peak corresponds to the second modes while the second unstable peak corresponds to the third modes. This is illustrated in Fig. 32 where eigenfunctions Re{p] and Im{p} of the unstable modes at station 5 and 6 (first peak) and station 10 (second peak) are compared. Except for the modification by the shock layer, the eigenfunctions show that the second and third boundary layer modes are the unstable modes according to Mack's theory ' 18 l
Conclusion
Comparisons of the stability results from LST and DNS are made for the hypersonic parabolic body flow. It is shown that the LST provides individual wave modes with close resemblances to the DNS solutions away from the leading edge. Specifically, these modes include the shock modes, the boundary layer first modes, second and higher modes. It is shown that the eigenfunctions of the shock modes and boundary layer modes take turn to match with the DNS results. Therefore, it is confirmed that there do exist shock modes which can be unstable before the boundary layer modes start to dominate. The influence of the shock modes die down downstream. Very close to leading edge, DNS and LST do not compare well as expected. The effects of wave angle are studied for the important modes. The first boundary layer modes are found to be most unstable when they are three-dimensional, and the second modes are two-dimensional. Walling cooling is found to stabilize the first modes and have very litte effects on the shock modes. These results match with the compressible linear stability theory. Lower forcing frequencies are found to cause instability in the flow. At F = 1200 and below, shock modes are found to be unstable initially. This instability is associated with the cross of wavenumbers of the first modes and the second modes and is not yet well understood. The first modes are also found to be unstable in the low frequency range (F < 700). The critical Reynolds number for the shock mode instability is around 120. Systematic linear stability study on higher Reynolds number has not been carried out. Current results show that higher Reynolds number leads to unstable second and third modes. p(du/dy) profiles are related to the generalized inflection points. •» in in ut ui in a 
